Baecore Business Process Monitoring

The Methodology
BPM is a powerful tool for managing change. Receive e-mail notification of your tailored BPM notices so you can stay ahead of the curve when specified business processes go off track or specific procedures are not being followed. These notifications are more focused on staff dependent processes or workflows that could slip back into old habits or easier, more comfortable ways.

BPM is especially useful when there has been significant overhaul of major processes and workflows and numerous manual processes were automated.

BPM provides fully automated, real-time monitoring for the notification of senior management during that critical period when new processes and workflows become part of the organizational culture. Baecore can help identify key metrics ensuring the integrity of business processes and workflows.

Once BPM is in place, it is tied into a multi-application dashboard enabling a single click of a mouse to drill into the necessary detail.

Why Baecore Group
Baecore is experienced with delivering enterprise solutions and tools for the mid-sized organization. Because we are focused on the middle market, we offer comprehensive solutions designed to achieve optimal information within your organization.

We help unite silos, engage departments and find ways to align business practices to achieve goals, provide transparency, improve efficiency and increase service levels.

Understanding financial constraints on local government, we know the importance of aligning activities with goals, measuring daily performance of programs and identifying and correcting negative trends.
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Baecore Group’s BPM Model & Right-size Approach
This is a higher level, shorter term notification functionality utilizing Baecore’s integrated approach ensuring that newly implemented business processes are staying on track and not degrading or being undone. Business Process Monitoring is generally designed for a year or two after implementation to ensure new processes have become institutionized.

Baecore knows local government. We are familiar with services and challenges faced with day-to-day operations. We provide resources with expertise in strategy, business consulting and deep technology knowledge ensuring seamless and comprehensive solutions.

We tailor your solution(s) to fit your needs, financial investment and desired results.

Our government solutions professionals understand your business and the climate in which you operate. We work closely with your organization to understand your current state as well as your needs and desired business objectives to recommend a solution(s).

Our project managers and team members work with your existing vendors and, when necessary, help you acquire favorable contracts with new vendors.